Standard Packages
4K Cinematic Film
We cover your full wedding, including bride and groom
prep time, service / ceremony, and reception, shot with
a minimum of two cinema cameras, each equipped with
the best and sharpest cinema quality lenses, and two
Cinematographers, creating a wedding video that’s just

from

$4000.00 ex. GST

additional coverage extra
full Wedding Video & Cinematic Highlights Reel
digital delivery: 1080p Full HD & 4K Ultra HD
DVD / Blu-Ray Disc not included

like being at the movies.

Two dedicated photographers using the best digital
composition skills to task covering your preparation time
and service / ceremony, followed by up to an hour of
dedicated creative portraiture at a location of your

Wedding Video of 1-3 Hours and a
Cinematic Highlights Reel of 1-3 Minutes,

Digital Photography
gear and the sharpest lenses will take their keen

All of our Video Packages include a Full

from

$2999.00 ex. GST

depending on footage.
all video shot a 4K+ (3840px X 2160px minimum) RAW Cinema DNG

web-ready downloads included
(watermarked, 1200px short side)
additional coverage and prints extra

choosing, finishing our shoot at the reception - and
digital copies of every shot is included!

Bridal Make-Up (Airbrush)
We’re all beautiful, every single one of us, but on our
Wedding Day, we all want to be especially beautiful;
that’s the promise our qualified Make-Up Artists offer.

from

$99.00 ex. GST

bride included
additional faces extra

These costs were accurate at the time of uploading to our servers and are subject to change without warning or notification to the customer. Any errors are equally subject to
spontaneous correction. These prices are not to be treated as quotations, as specific requirements may adjust pricing of packages in either direction, to be established at time of enquiry.
Any additional coverage of time, events, or people may incur an additional hourly rate, calculated at the time of enquiry. Prices do not include GST; add 10%.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (drones) can only be controlled by licensed operators. Flight restrictions are heavily regulated and, where necessary, we reserve the right to refuse Aerial
Cinematic services on legal grounds. Any Permit costs (filming, drone usage, photography) may be passed onto the client, after time of quotation.
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Budget Wedding Video
One Cinema Camera, One Camera Operator
1080p (Full HD) ProRes Recording

from

$1499.00 ex. GST

Add-Ons
Third Cinematographer
We bring a Third Camera and a Third Cinematographer
to your Wedding for superior coverage of the
Ceremony and the Reception. This livens up the result,

add

$1799.00 ex. GST

additional coverage extra

especially for longer Ceremonies, and allows us to
capture a lot more throughout the day.

4K Aerial Cinematography

$2199.00 ex. GST

If close isn’t your style, we can bring along a drone

add

instead of our gimbal and capture the beautiful

additional coverage extra

sweeping landscapes of your beachfront wedding from
the skies above, bringing and creating a unique and
gorgeous new point of view to your special day.

Film Photography
As above, but during your hour of dedicate creative
Photography, instead of our standard Digital Camera,
we use the best Medium Format Film on the market to
create beautiful images that digital simply can’t recreate

add

$1199.00 ex. GST

development and 4”x6” prints included
additional coverage and prints extra
includes digital photography

- we use six rolls of Film, in any combination of colour
and black and white, to create stunning images that will
prove to you, without doubt, that Film will never die!
These costs were accurate at the time of uploading to our servers and are subject to change without warning or notification to the customer. Any errors are equally subject to
spontaneous correction. These prices are not to be treated as quotations, as specific requirements may adjust pricing of packages in either direction, to be establish at time of
enquiry. Prices do not include GST; add 10%. Any Permit costs (filming, drone usage, photography) may be passed onto the client, after time of quotation. Digital Copies (webready) of Photos will display the Studio Amori Watermark in the bottom-left corner of the image.
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s

Single Prints

Extra

Wallet Size

$5.00 ex GST

Premium Photobooks

4inX6in (small)

$9.00 ex GST

High Quality Canvas

5inX7in (medium)

$15.00 ex GST

Artisan DVD Cases

8inX12in (large)

$30.00 ex GST

Video Flip-Books

12inX18in (poster)

$70.00 ex GST

poster sizes will incur longer lead times

Framing & Mounting
prices upon enquiry

Photo Paper
Glossy
best for colours

Semi-Matte
best for balanced mid-tones
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Matte

best for black-and-whites

Smooth
best for low-contrast

Video Media
DVD

Blu-Ray

720px X 576px, PAL Encoded

1080px X 1920px, Cinematic 23.976fos

Blank DVD Covers

Blank DVD Covers

$39.00 ex. GST

$59.00 ex. GST

Artisan DVD Cases
Includes DVD and Blu-Ray discs

$87.00 ex. GST
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Premium Lay-Flat Photobooks
8”x8” Pages, 10 Sides

Engraved Cover + Artisan Case
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USB Digital Copies Included

$459.00 ex. GST
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Premium Lay-Flat Photobooks
8”x8” Pages, 10 Sides
Engraved Cover + Artisan Case
$459.00 ex. GST
USB Digital Copies Included

Slip-In Photo-Album
200x 4”x6” Photos

Acid-Free, Archive Quality
Space Available for Captions
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$107.00 ex. GST

High Quality Canvas Wrap
11inX14in (small)

$130.00 ex. GST

12inX18in (medium)

$160.00 ex. GST

20inX24in (large)

$190.00 ex. GST
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